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Editorial Hsieh Feng-Rong
Conversation: People who are trying to travel Shi Hantao, btr, Wang Zhanhei
Conversation: We Are All Displaced
Go West, young man Photography of Native Malay in Landscapes Series by Khairulddin Wahab,
Texts by Khairulddin Wahab and Valerie-Ann Tan
Harimau’s Impossible Task: Oil Palm Plantations, Mare Tranquillitatis, and Space Travel Au Sow-Yee
MONSTER Kathy Jetñil-Kijiner
My Youth Dedicated to Bougainville Fang Di
Towards an “Immature University, Review‘ The Philosophy of the Tourist’” Wang Qin
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In 2004, Cheer Chen’s “Travel is Meaningful” spread
through Sinophone airwaves, becoming one of the
catchiest songs of the year among local youth. One
might call Chen’s song a strikingly accurate portrait
of modern tourism. Its lyrics mention “tasting a
night in Paris,” “trekking through a snowy Beijing,”
“burying memories of Turkey,” “lingering among
pretty, unrealistic movie scenes” and “you left me
to seek for a meaningful travel” —creating easily
consumable images that satisfy listeners’ fantasies,
and reinforcing the notion of travel as a way to
get away from daily stresses and engage in selfreflection.

Occasional
Visitors
Hsieh Feng-Rong
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In the pre-Covid era, vacationing was a staple
of the petit bourgeoisie—a kind of “spice” that
every life needed. Based on the Ministry of
Culture and Tourism’s Basic Situation of the
2019 Tourism Market, in last year, there were 6
billion instances of travel and tourism, an 8.4%
increase from 2018, and 155 million instances of
Chinese citizens engaging in tourism outside of the
country, a 3.3% increase from 2018. Meanwhile,
the widespread use of smartphones and social
media has encouraged mobile populations to create
and circulate images; these images have reshaped
people’s visual experiences, as well as the ways
they form certain convictions and narratives.
In addition to focus on travel for vacation,
research and discussion about travel touches on
broader topics, like religious pilgrimage, imperial
expansion, political refugees, economic migrants,
migrant laborers, anthropologists and field work,
scientific explorations, and VR tourism. This Issue
primarily focuses on the construction of self and
imagination of other during cultural exchange,
conflict, influence and change brought about by
population mobility or virtual movement; the
discussion includes questions of why humans move,
their motives for creating pictures/images, the
relationship between the subject and object of the

gaze, the self-objectification of the bearer of the gaze, the many ideological forms that
visual symbols take, the mutation and hybridization of textual motifs, and the philosophy
of tourists.
We have invited eight speakers and contributors both from and beyond China to engage
in discussion. Khairulddin Wahab has expanded on his long-term photo series, “Native
Malay in Lanscapes”(2014-) adding a fictional writing project, Go West, young man. Half
travel diary, half argumentative essay, it is filled with instances of “collective phantasm,”
presenting a half-real, half-fake plot and scenes of postcoloniality. Au Sow-Yee uses a set
of keywords as narrative threads for her ongoing project, The Extreme Journey of Perwira
and the Calm Sea: In 3 Acts, such as “Malay Tiger,” “The Amazing Harimau,” and “GPS
System” etc., Au attempts to trace the image of the legendary Japanese intelligence agent,
Tani Yutaka as a visual symbol reflecting the identities that different nationalities hitch
onto him on different media, such as historical photos, propoganda films, and television
shows. Through her practice, Au seeks to free history from the bipolar structure of the
Cold War, reimagining the historical problems around Malaysia and its neighboring areas.
Performance artist and poet Kathy Jetñil-Kijiner, who hails from the Marshall Islands,
focuses on the area’s ecological changes, as well as the lasting effects of Cold War-era
nuclear tests on its terrain. In her poem, Monster, the local legend of an infant-eating
female demon, Mejenkwaad, and women who suffer miscarriages as a result of radiation
poisioning become, formally and psychologically, points of cross-reference; using these,
the artist searches for possibilies of healing and self-reconciliation for victims of trauma.
Fang Di’s work-in-progress, Youth Dedicated to Bougainville, against the backdrop of an
increasingly globalized political economy. Fang describes a Chinese’s businessperson’s
fortuitous trip to the South Pacific island of Bougainville, where he becomes the honorary
chieftain, establishes a financial sector and gets involved with local life on many
different levels. Under the process of cultural exchange and the dynamics between this
businesspeson and locals, local imagery gets started to mutate. The scholar Wang Qin’s
review of Azuma Hiroki’s Philosophy of the Tourist helps introducing us to the Japanese
philosopher’s insightful work. Azuma seeks to treat the “tourist” not as a “product” of
market logic and the tourist industry, an anonymous figure reducible to statistics, but
rather as containing present and future political possibilities.
In the beginning of this Issue, we invite independent curator, Shi Hantao, and writers
btr and Wang Zhanhei to give their succinct but insightful analyzes of the complex
relationship between travel, the production of images, and the psychology of the tourist
from the angles of photography, film and literature. On the other hand, population
movement has become extremely difficult in the epidemic era. While carrying out
epidemic prevention and control measures, people have become bargaining chips in
international politics, and suffering differential treatment and opposition between
different communities and social classes is becoming increasingly fierce. The museum
team conducted an internal dialogue to respond to this urgent issue.
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People who are
trying to travel
Listen to the unabridged conversation on Pocket Casts：https://pca.st/t6z382jr

Host

Hsieh Feng-Rong
Senior curator, Rockbund Art Museum

Pan Min
Education Manager, Rockbund Art Museum

Guests

Shi Hantao
Curator and writer. He was the Chief Coordinator of the 12th Shanghai
Biennale, and used to work at EPSON Image Space, Rockbund Art
Museum, Chronus Art Center, Ray Art Center and Shanghai Project.
He has curated and organized exhibitions and public programs in
various art organizations during last two decades. His writing and
translation work covers the fields of photography, contemporary art
and institutional studies.

btr
A Shanghai-based writer, art critic and translator of English
literature. He has published, among others, Mini Stories and
Petite Mort. His translations include Paul Auster’s The Invention
of Solitude and Winter Journal, Abbas Kiarostami’s Lessons with
Kiarostami. He was the curator of Get it Loud art festival (Literature
section) in Beijing in 2012 and photo exhibition CITEMA by Zhu Hao
at 10 Corso Como Shanghai in 2016. Solo Exhibition, PETITE MORT,
exhibited at New Space in March 2017.
He is the founder of online magazine “Petite Mort” (since 2014).

*Excerpts from the dialogue

Why do we travel
“Travel is a collision of pre-existing experiences and unknown ones. What many
people think during travel is—how is this different from where I come from?
If someone rarely leaves the house, or has a very deep attachment to their local
experiences, then they will constantly compare themselves with various travel
destinations. Many people bear this imprint.”
“Those travel destinations are endowed with meaning. For historical reasons, or
political ones, or because something important happened there, or because a lot
of other people visit, it becomes a trendy place, and everyone wants to go.
“There is travel because of images. ”
“Certain mediums give people the desire for travel and transform destinations
into scenic locations. For example, many of my students want to visit Ireland
because of the Netflix show, Normal People... Or take for example the I.S.S
Normandie Apartment, which appears in lots of television shows; it’s turned
into a kind of commercial gimmick to grab attention from viewers, so the
relationship between medium, tourist and travel destination becomes incredibly
close-knit.
“So, the repetition of the image becomes the repetition of reality, or the image
of reality.”

Wang Zhanhei
A Shanghai-based writer. Author of two short story collections — Air
Cannon and Nerighborhood Adventurers, which focuse on the lives
of working class urban Chinese people.
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Image and gaze
“The image was initially born out of a kind of curiosity, a desire for the exotic;
it was not made explicitly for imperial expansion, but rather as a postcard or
photo album, to be mailed home to friends and family.”
“Much research makes this desire for the exotic out to be a kind of negative,
immoral thing, but actually, it’s a necessary, inevitable psychological reaction. A
lot of research places the subject being photographed, human, thing, or scenery,
in a passive position, manipulated and leered at as though it were a victim, as
though doing this is wrong. There’s moral judgement in such statements.”
“I think of the first group of intellectuals to leave China and travel. There was
a collection of books called Going out into the World, which recorded the first
group of Chinese folks from late Qing to Republican era China to travel with
the aid of public funds. They were sent to Europe, Japan, Southeast Asia; they
were the pioneers to travel, then they wrote it down to the tiniest detail in their
diaries. To him(Zhang Deyi, one of the first Chinese going abroad at public
expense in late Qing Dynasty), it was a thoroughgoing shock. He also mentioned
the relationship between gazing at and being gazed at. People of different
countries looked at him and thought he looked strange, and it was also the first
time he’d seen these people, but he couldn’t let it show, so he came back and
wrote about it in his diary.”

5

The self-objectification of the beholder
“An SLR is too obvious, it looks like a weapon, and the building (the Longchang
Apartments) is a kind of square structure, hollow in the middle, that seems to
envelop what’s inside it; to shoot it is a very political act.”
“The biggest issue with this argument is that what is called objectification—
you view this subject as an object—is that today, the problem isn’t this kind of
viewing, because the politics of this gaze have been discussed to death. Now the
reverse problem arises. Because of the development of tourist capitalism, people
are compelled to objectify themselves in order to attract others’ attention, to
make money. This sort of thing is very common now, and during the process,
the people who do it can raise their banners and say—protect my traditional
culture. But actually, they’re destroying this culture.”
“The Spring Festival Gala, or Zhang Yimou’s Impression Liu Sanjie, or
Impression of West Lake, these are all specters of the tourist industry’s image
production; or byproducts.”
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“Body and soul, one must be on the way. “

“Backpackers” on the Internet
“I recently downloaded an app called Mocation, used to explore the location of a
movie (and to prove you’d gone to see it).”
“After recently bought a motorcycle, I always see videos about motorcycle travel.
This is quite a large apartment complex, and people are always sharing their
experiences. The internet has been quite a powerful medium…it gives you a
sense of community, because all the fans know each other, it’s quite interesting.
For example, when people upload videos of driving through mountain roads,
they often pair it with music from Initial D; the words déjà vu are written
as daixiahu in Chinese on the bullet screens…Because we travel and ride
motorcycles together, they can see that a certain rhythm has arrived, and then
there will be people who get a feeling of “daixiahu” or “high energy ahead.”

“Road movies are a metaphor for tourism…For example, the signature shots in
Kiarostami’s films are taken inside of a car, and there is always someone driving.
In Taste of Cherry, the protagonist drives somewhere, stops the car, and asks,
‘Hey, how do I get to such and such a place?’ Of course, he isn’t really trying to
ask for directions; it’s just that Kiarostami likes this trope, of stopping to ask for
directions.”
“Photography, or film is actually closely related to travel, when the
photographer has a personal relationship to the travel. The classic example is
the guy who traveled alongside the Mississippi, taking photos of the American
Midwest, photos where you can see the state of fin-de-siècle American society…
China’s Zhang Kechun shot northward migration, Guo Guo shot the Yellow
River, Zhang Xiaoshun walked along the coastline, shooting, and Luo Dan shot
China’s 318 National Highway. I associate these acts with religious pilgrimage,
because pilgrimage is a process. Even though pilgrimages have a destination, to
these photographers, that river or road is a destination as well; the process itself
is the destination of travel.”

“Azuma Hiroki’s A Philosophy of the Tourist also mentions a lot of things
related to tourism, for example, a certain state of affairs driven by desire and
by a certain consumerism. These tourists form a kind of weak bond, a kind of
community. This relationship opens up the possibility for a new public space.
Usually, we seem to criticize ‘tourists’ and their shallow acts of consumption,
but this critique tends to be itself oversimplified.”
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We Are All Displaced
In this epidemic era, population
movement has become extremely
difficult. While carr ying out
epidemic prevention and
control measures, people have
become bargaining chips in
international politics, and
suffering differential treatment
and opposition between different
communities and social classes
is becoming increasingly fierce.
The museum team conducted an
internal dialogue to respond to
this urgent issue.
9

Hsieh Feng-Rong

I work in Shanghai. During Chinese New Year, I returned to
Taipei and stayed for about two months. Since the epidemic
was relatively well contained there, I was not feeling strongly
then. Yet I gradually accumulated a sense of frustration, and
the lack of freedom to travel slowly impacted our mentalities.
In life and work, matters that required flying and international
travel had become impossible to proceed.

Pan Min

My family members are all in Shanghai and during the first
months of the pandemic, different residential blocks here
had different regulations of controlling visit. For example,
an entrance permit was often required. From my experience,
this kind of travel ban resulted in a certain degree of
inconvenience: I could not visit my grandparents together with
my mother because there were only two permission cards for
each household and I or my mother needed to bargain with the
security guard in order to be allowed to visit. I understand this
was a measure under extreme circumstance to control random
visit. But policies under these situations were not able to be
fully thoughtful.

Larys Frogier

And how is the perception of the local communities on people
who are traveling? For example, I have a close Chinese friend.
He was working in Thailand and just came back to China
two weeks and a half ago. Then he went to quarantine for
seven days at the hotel. And then he had, according to the
regulation, another seven days at home. The problem was
that when going home, he was facing a lot of hatred from the
neighborhood. The neighbors were protesting at his door,
asking him and the police to make him move out of the house.
They didn’t want him to stay even if he had no problem at all.
There’s a kind of fear that makes people very afraid of people
having traveled or so.

Billy Tang

We talked a bit about convenience, also maybe it’s associated
with lifestyle in some sort. Maybe that’s like social status, and
people like to travel a lot for escape, for enjoyment, also for
the image of internationalism. That’s a lifestyle. Actually, fluid
borders are absolutely necessary for people’s livelihood on
different levels. It’s always beneficial to understand the local,
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And I think the difficult context that we are going through
also makes us learn how difficult and violent is the situation
of being cut off from our families, our partners or our friends,
because the travel ban makes the situation extremely painful.
And it’s more than six months now that nobody can (move).
There are millions of people suffering today because they

群

l l

I like very much the word used by an experimental movie
maker Jonas Mekas who was saying that “we are all
displaced”. It is this experience of displacement that I find
very meaningful because there are different forms of being
displaced. Sometimes you don’t need to travel. You can travel
in your mind; you don’t need to go to another place to meet
other people or other cultures to be displaced. It’s also a
mental experience.

人

A

From my side, the question of traveling is extremely
fundamental. It’s of course not only traveling for leisure or
business or professional purposes. It is a practice of life. Travel
is a weird word, a strange word for me because it doesn’t fit
exactly many, many layers of understanding of what is going
from one place to another.

的

r e

Larys Frogier

置

A

For me, from my personal perspective, I’m the second
generation from a family that immigrated in the eighties.
Being a second generation means that it’s still a relatively new
experience this idea of going into a new culture. As a second
generation, there’s still this idea that I’m not fully inside the
culture that I live in. I’m somehow an outsider. But at the same
time, it’s not just the simple case of outsider/insider or what
my nationality is. What I find more interesting and now is
influencing my work is that it’s really a status, a status of life.
It’s not a lifestyle or a choice. In a way it’s kind of interesting
that I’m always being influenced by something afar and
always having the possibility of going to somewhere else and
always changing and transforming myself. Suddenly when the
borders are closed, this for me is like you’ve raised almost an
existential crisis because my whole life is relying on this idea
of possibility of being someone else and being influenced by
things afar.

cannot see the relatives. My mom is very sick at the moment
and I cannot go to see her. It’s difficult to go back. But at the
same time, many people also try to invent other ways to be
displaced and to be connected.
We talk a lot about the new possibilities of connection through
digital media, which is okay for me. Hopefully there is the
online platforms to connect either with the team or with
families. It’s very precious.
At the same time, there is something very physical that I miss
very much. I need to touch the people, to see them, to smell
them. I need to feel them. I need to smell the place where I
used to go. I need to have different feelings and emotions that
makes me feel at a place that is not my place but it is my place
because I know that I feel good.
I’m an islander. I was living in the island for a long time. The
experience of traveling is very different from continental
perceptions that people go to another place to visit or to
occupy. For us the experience of traveling is something that
is part of our inner life, our culture. It is not a temporary
touristic activity, it is even not a question, it is just a vital
natural practice of living daily, for eating, for meeting people,
for experiencing always a form of displacement.
The ancient used to travel, not according to the map, but
really with the stream, the power of wind, the position of the
stars, always going with the flow to meet different unexpected
places or just being lost in the immensity of the ocean. This
is something that is very grounded in me because there is no
originated place from the beginning except it’s more than lost
in the pacific. So it was also this experience that made me very
connected to this practice of traveling.
Of course, when you think of people who are forced to be
displaced because they need to work and to have better life in
another place, they need to quit or to leave their own family
and to go to a country they don’t know and where they are
strangers. This form of travelling is named exile.
Another form of traveling is also very important to me, which
is related to the diaspora. Some artists choose it or have to do
so because they have no other choice. It’s not easy to leave a
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Felix’s artwork Untitled (Passport) showing clouds and birds
flying in the skies, is exactly at the opposite of the definition
of a passport as a single identity and nationality. For him, it
was trying to go beyond the borders and the frontiers and

I think today, in a (post)pandemic context, people travel a lot
in their mind. It can generate a lot of difficulties because it is
fundamentally inhuman to be isolated or to be quarantined.
It’s not easy to live many hours, days, weeks, months in the
same place. You need to face yourself and at the same time,
you need to try to foresee what can be possible to keep safe
your own life and your relation to the people you love and
you cannot connect with. It is something that is a very, very
strong experience this past month. Because it creates a very
overwhelming feeling to be completely cut off from the rest of
the environment. And at the same time, you need to rebuild
new understanding of yourself and new connections.

人

A

I like very much Felix Gonzalez-Torres when he made the
Passport with birds flying in the sky. He was quoting Elizabeth
Bishop, a poet. She was saying that when she “looks at the
birds flying in the sky, the most important for her is not the
birds by themselves. It’s the space in between the birds that is
always moving”. There is more or less proximity or distance
between these birds and it is the thread in between these flying
and moving animals that makes possible the connections and
the emotional experience.

的

r e

So for me, it’s not only about being part of a country or being
part of a culture. Also it’s important to redefine traveling
today because we are living in a global economy, and to think
about the differences because with the development of the
neo-liberalism, economics and society ask people to be very
mobile.

置

A

But for me it’s really not just an experience of going to
another place. It is really part of me and that’s why I cannot
live just being grounded. Because of this context, I never feel
completely identified as either a real French. Fundamentally
I feel European and Asian now. Never fit in the box anyway.
This is a very strange position but if you know how to
“navigate” in between all this, it gives a unique energy and
open unexpected creative perspectives.

limitations. What could be a passport and to try a more
poetical but also critical way to question what is traveling
today?

e

It is this in-between and always undefined position that is
very precious. When we work on the art projects and this
non-definition of traveling, we extend the understanding
of traveling. It’s also to acknowledge and to recognize these
multiple experiences that can be either exile or forced or be
self-choice to migrate.

异

W

place that you love and it’s never easy to be in a place in which
you will always forever be considered as a foreigner. So the
diasporas in different places of the world are very precious
because they are “people in between”, never fitting any identity,
but creating new cultural practices, bringing new energies in
an existing context. And this is fascinating to me.

It’s important to try to understand how people in the history
were travelling, by choice or forced to do so. Also in the past
years the global economy, many people were encouraged to
move to another country to work. Now suddenly with the
pandemic we are doing exactly the extreme opposite, I don’t
if it is good or bad, it is just violent. So it’s up to us to invent
new experiences politics of traveling.

Billy Tang

I think that also connects to the beginning of the conversation
when we are sharing experiences about the lock down and
the fear. A lot come from the notion of foreigner or outsider.
From the perspective of the diaspora, there’s a violence or
dominance to define what is fixed identity and where is your
place, your physical place, but your mental place as well.
This is also why the question of the diasporas all over the
world catch my interest in terms of displacement, which
sometimes we also misidentify or we feel suddenly this
alienation or suddenly our inspiration somewhere else. But
diaspora has another meaning which is also dispersal as
well, which means something is spread out. It’s not in a fixed
place and all in one place. It mentally and physically can be
dispersed, which is also something you were talking about. In
this situation where the borders are closed at the moment, and
the history in different moments, this is also being dynamic.
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So that’s why for me when we talk about colonialism, I always
try to question what is the violence of this and what is the
operation of that. What are the good things of this also,
because upon this kind of occupation you have people that
are people. They just lived what they lived, and suffered what
they suffered. They anyway fought and tried very hard to go
beyond this oppressive system to find better life, or to find
love stories, or to find kind of mixing…Au Sow-Yee’s work is
not only about one specific place that is Malaya but threading
different layers of cultures or personas like this Japanese guy
(Yuki Tanaka).
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I always take the example the French colony in the Pacific
where I am originated from. By the end of the XIXth century
French colons exploited the local people but they also
asked the Chinese community to come to these islands to
cultivate the fields. But then it happens that my Chinese
great grandfather fell in love with a Tahitian lady and had a
large family including my grandmother who gave birth to my
mixed French-Tahitian-Chinese father. An my white mother
who has Danish, German and French origins, illegally fell in
love with my local father… And so I cans say I am a real fruit
of colonialism but in the same time, even today, I am trying
to learn, to live, to create from this complex multi layers of

In this is kind of more complex context, I think it’s very
interesting to go deeper. That makes also more complex the
definition of a place. What is a place? What is locality It’s
made of multi-layers of histories and contemporary private
stories and collective stories that always break the official
framework of what is the definition of colonialism.

的

r e

I’m very interested in trying to understand how, under
the official dominant forms colonialism, local people and
foreigners created illegal connections, love stories, alternative
cultures. So yes colonialism has always a very dark side to
remember but it also brought unexpected combinations and
new cultural local (trans)formations resisting to the dominant
narratives. In other words, there is always something going
wrong in colonialism for oppressing people or pretending to
bring wealth, education and better life to indigenous people.
But at the same time, colonialism can never be perfect and
achieved because there is always a twist, something going
wrong, means people (colonized and colonizers) will always
resist, inventing alternative ways of creating many complex
and rich forms of living, recreating different layers of localities
inside a locality.

置

A

This question of the diaspora as a dispersion is important,
especially if we think about traveling. People from one place
have to live and to create a kind of fragmented diaspora in
different localities.

histories.

e

Larys Frogier
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It tries to limit this kind of fluidity, always to fix and to
emphasize on placement, right? You can only be here or in two
weeks you have to be in this place in self isolation. It’s always
just like in position, right?

For example, Chen Liang is connecting with two other
researchers to build a better understanding of the lives of
people. It’s not only about accusing certain country doing
business. It is about how the transformation of people living
over there and the missing. Some people can bring other
context and other forms of life other than the dominant
one. It’s also the more invisible processes that I think the
experience of de-localization and re-localization is important
in this understanding of traveling as an exotic word for me.

Hsieh Feng-Rong

When we talk about that everybody has rights to travel or to
move, I’m thinking that in some situations, many people don’t
have this privilege to move. What is the meaning for them to
move now? There’s another question of reversed globalization.
I always think about this question because previously we were
all talking about slowing down; we should look more deeply at

16

world where I grow up, the asylum seeker was also a kind of
fear or a contagion. They were a mass of people arriving in a
place and taking jobs, other people’s jobs from the local. It has
to do with class and privilege and permission as well.

e

置
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的
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人

Asylum seeker is a kind of fear because they are the people
who didn’t wait for permission, but just wanted to escape
because they demanded for a better place or better life. And
there is this state tension…They’re always trying to put people
in their place. There are some people that are afforded the
freedom to move. There are people that are denied of it. And
it’s interesting to consider that in terms of resistance in a way,
there is a whole mass of people continuously, or at the moment
in different places. For example, in the Mediterranean Sea they
are dying daily from Africa taking boats to try to have a better
life in Europe.

A
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I would say that because for some of the people, especially
those at the bottom of the society, those people they have no
rights and they don’t even think about moving. They have to
think about how to survive. It’s already very difficult for them
to hang in out there.

异

W

our issues of our societies. So for me, I want to think it more
in the active way, I would like to think about if currently we
cannot really move, we should think about the domestic parts.

p

Billy Tang

d

I learned a lot of humility during this time. It’s actually quite
luxury to suffer, feeling alone or isolated when you see all
those people that are facing much dramatic situation. And we
just cannot do anything and just need to find their own basic
process to just be able to live.

c e

Yeah, I think it’s very important to raise this reality. When
we talk about travelling, often we think of middle class or
upper class of people, having this kind of global image that
everybody is traveling, but the majority of people do not have
the financial or even not financial, as you say, they just try
to survive in the daily process. Or they are moved by other
people to go to a place or they are just forced to stay in this
place because they cannot move at all. It’s also this dimension
that makes the situation very important to think about.

l a

Larys Frogier

Visibility in media is also constantly a contentious issue
because they are depicted in a dehumanized way. They’re not
considered with the same kind of value or the same kind of
status or even empathy as a traveler.
Xu Tiantian

It seems that we talk about the fact that only rich people can
travel or this notion of travel as a holiday is for exclusive
people. It’s actually revealing about the question of visibility.
And also how do we define who travels or who’s the traveler?
There’s a difference between an immigrant and an asylum
seeker.
Pan Min
Immigrants are supposed to be someone going for work to a
new place with skills, knowledge, privilege. Asylum seekers
maybe just someone escaping their place as a victim. In the
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I would say, based on my observation, things related to travel
is quite dramatic. Before, travel meant, for a period of time,
going out and experiencing new things. Yet now it is not a
temporal situation, more like a new normal. This means many
foreigners residing in China, Chinese diasporas and overseas
students are facing major decisions on which life path to
follow. Maybe before the risk of travel was largely limited
to the aspect of health, now the risk of travelling could be a
drastic change in your life.

I encountered people from other cities that came to live in
Shanghai, who either lost their jobs or business, and now
headed home. This might be a forced travel because they
could not sustain their lives in the city due to the economic

18

situation. Yet home is a faraway place since they have lived in
Shanghai for a long time. Moreover under current situation,
I do not think they would consider back to roots as traveling,
because this is returning without a choice. When I asked them
about the future, they seemed casual and replied, “yeah, just
going back to the countryside and work on the field, back to
what I should have been doing.”
Many people that went home were business people, or working
in various industries like publishing and finance. Now the life
and work of people exhibit even higher mobility. This could be
a major change in direction, or a chance, to let people think
what they really want to do, and what life path they want to
follow.

Billy Tang

It’s more difficult for them to have stability in the city because
there are not many structures to support them in terms
of hukou or other types of permits, permissions, or social
security, or the jobs that they have access to are also more
vulnerable as temporary workers.
This issue mirrors actually on the international and global
levels, there are tensions of your class in your society, the
notion of where you are from and it’s connected to the level of
access you have to resources and privilege.
Actually, this is interesting because it relates to Trinh T.
Minh-ha in terms of the new projects that she’s working on.
It’s not just dealing with the post-colonialism, not just about
the dominance or power, but also voices that emerge from the
process. It’s also interesting to consider these people who are
just as valid as the people that are much more visible.
Trinh T. Minh-ha is also thinking about migration
domestically as well. There’s an interesting paradox
particularly in China, it’s a huge part of our life but also less
visible. If you think about the WaiMai (delivery service) it’s
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actually literally all of the infrastructure that we rely on now is
actually supported by people that are migrants. When was the
last time that we take an order from WaiMai. There is barely
an exchange of recognition of them. They are in and out in one
second, which is a paradox in a sense they are and are not part
of the city.

Larys Frogier

I always think about these people when I buy things and the
delivery guys coming. They are people making their life in
Shanghai. And so I’m very respectful and I just don’t know
how the economy can survive without these people. But at the
same time, if there is a crisis, asking the question what is the
future for these people. Maybe it’s also a better one than just
be delocalized and just working in very difficult situations, not
being recognized here in a big city.
I also agree with Tiantian who was saying that the risk of
traveling today was really becoming a choice of life. The
Chinese students facing difficult situation outside, also the
dilemma to come back to face other difficult situations here.
So I think the question of traveling is becoming a delicate or
decisive choice to make. To find the right way to build your
life and your connection with yourself and other people.
So that the question of traveling is going beyond this
traditional definition. It’s going beyond this economical
and capitalist definition. It’s going beyond this oppressive
enclosure of people. I try to keep open. It’s also another
challenge because people are facing so much exclusion or
discrimination or the kind of misinterpretation between a
foreigner or a local, between a local and a migrant.
It’s also a challenge to formulate these questions. Otherwise,
it is always a very dominant and monolithic narrative that is
becoming rigid and a little bit boring. Right? So we need to
continue to travel.
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Go West, young man

• P19-20，P22，P23-24,P29-30,P35-36,P38,P41-42,P44,P48
Khairulddin Wahab, Native Malay in Landscapes, 2014-, photography, dimensions variable.
Courtesy of the artist.
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Photography of Native Malay in Landscapes series by Khairulddin Wahab
Texts by Khairulddin Wahab and Valerie-Ann Tan

Something similar occurs whenever marginal peoples
come into a historical or ethnographic space that has been
defined by the Western imagination. “Entering the modern
world,” their distinct histories quickly vanish. Swept up in
a destiny dominated by the capitalist West and by various
technologically advanced socialisms, these suddenly
“backward” peoples no longer invent local futures. What
is different about them remains tied to traditional pasts,
inherited structures that either resist or yield to the new but
cannot produce it 1.
— James Clifford, The Predicament of Culture

James Clifford, ‘Introduction: The Pure Products Go Crazy’ in The Predicament of
Culture: Twentieth-Century Ethnography, Literature, and Art (Massachusetts: Harvard
University Press, 1988) p. 5
1
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Dear Pak Jaafar
Greetings from Iceland.
Encl. Me and the Jökulsárlón Glacier Lagoon
Thank you for the delightful postcard. For some
strange fancy, I imagined myself as that Malay
Postman, traversing the land, with my feet bare,
delivering a whimsical greeting, or perhaps as
an emissary bearing words of great import for the
man clad in white.
It is cold; the endless blues and the whites are
exotic and profound, at once threatening and
tragically beautiful in its expanse. My guide
spoke of the fleeting perennial ice, and I was
struck by my incredible privilege to be able to
record a vanishing pristine culture.
Perhaps I would like to imagine myself as having
embarked on something of import.
Missing the warm
K
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The camera has often been a dire instrument. In Africa, as in most
sections of the dispossessed world, the camera arrived as part of
colonial paraphernalia [. . .] That impulse, when indulged to record
vanishing pristine cultures, presents a confusing complex of the
camera in the guise of romantic protectiveness. The photograph has
often brought forth the most loaded fraction of time, a calcification
of the most unequal, brutal, and undemocratic moment of human
encounter.
—Yvonne Vera, ‘Thatha Camera: photographs from Bulawayo
townships’, in Gallery (Zimbabwe: Gallery Delta, 1999) p. 2

No longer just a body of comparative ethnographic material,
the images become an expression and testimony of gazes and
intentionalities, encounters and distancings, between who was
behind (camera operators, directors) and those in front of the
cameras. Hence the images produced by anthropologists combine
with those made by travellers, traders, photographers and so on to
form a common legacy of the places and the peoples who live or
once lived there.
—João Martinho Braga de Mendonça, ‘Visual Anthropology in
post-colonial worlds: "what has gone wrong?"’ in Vibrant: Virtual
Brazilian Anthropology (9.2, 2012) [online]
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I visited the National Museum today, and there was a postcard exhibition
on. There were postcards everywhere. From painted nationalistic
landscapes and portraits, through to studio and outdoor photographs, to
the museum shop at the end; the exhibition was a nutshell of local history,
ethnography, and photography, presented with the nutshell format of a
postcard.
This got me thinking about notions of ethnography and exhibition, and
of course, the travel on which one must presumably embark, in order to
apprehend or experience a culture.
In a strange inversion of narratives, I found myself gazing upon a foreign
culture’s inheritance, one cultivated over years of romanticised landscapes
and idyllic self-imagery. These foreign sceneries have—perhaps
ironically—an exotic aura for someone from a tropical archipelago, but
the postcards of my youth and my culture are much the same: expansive
landscapes, heroic posturing, and the stories held—or withheld—by the
photograph’s subject.
From the exhibition description: ‘Travel is the essence of the postcard, and
expedition is its mode. It is the fragmentary return to the mother country.
It straddles two spaces: the one it represents and the one it will reach.’2
As I travel along this path, shooting away with my camera as I go, I
wonder what these snapshots of mine will represent, and to whom
their stories will reach. Are there common legacies between myself,
and the place and people who live or once lived here? Is there a shared
anthropology for a young, barefoot man, having ventured West?
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2
Malek Alloula, ‘The Orient as Stereotype and Phantasm’, in Myrna Godzich and
Wlad Godzich, trans., The Colonial Harem (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 1986), p. 4
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The postcard is everywhere, covering all the colonial space,
immediately available to the tourist, the soldier, the colonist. It is
at once their poetry and their glory captured for the ages; it is also
their pseudo knowledge of the colony. It produces stereotypes in the
manner of great seabirds producing guano. It is the fertilizer of the
colonial vision.
—Malek Alloula, ‘The Orient as Stereotype and Phantasm’, in Myrna
Godzich and Wlad Godzich, trans., The Colonial Harem (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1986), p. 4

Dear Pak Jaafar
Greetings from Iceland, still.
Encl. Me on the South coast of Vík í Mýrdal
I cannot tell you enough how pleased I was to receive your
postcard, for that young fellow could very well be me.
Alas, were there colour in the ground and trees, one would
perceive more clearly the gulf between us—in time, and in
story.
My hike up the cliffs was rather dangerous, however, this
treacherous endeavour over primordial rock was rewarded
with a vista no short of a geological wonderland. I was
transported to the Palaeozoic era; standing amidst a land
so primitive and powerful.
In much the same way, your postcards transport me to a
land once imagined as home. Now, I find myself in so
remote a place, with only these to beguile a memory, that
ails away in the dazzling cold, I often wonder what
drew you to these images, what they say to you—would
they could speak. And indeed, what you must make of
the postcards I’ve sent you. Are they befitting of your
collection? Soon I’ll fancy myself a deltiologist like you.
Warmest
33
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It was not only the photographs of non-European women which
were sold: landscape photographs, which constructed Europe
as developed and the non-European world as underdeveloped,
were also popular. These colonial visions continue to pervade
contemporary travel photography, not only through postcards, but
also in travel brochures and tourist ephemera.
—Liz Wells, Photography: A Critical Introduction (Hove: Psychology
Press, 2000) p. 189
Telling photos. What struck me most about the photograph from
India was the contrast between the picture I took and the picture
they had me take. With my 35mm. handheld camera, I was culturally
predisposed to take a snapshot, a candid photo “capturing” the
way they “really” are, their “nature,” their essence.” At the same
time, I wanted my photo to be set in and to set off the “picturesque”
exoticism of their surroundings, chiefly the old Rajasthani stone
house.
—David Prochaska, ‘Telling photos’, in Edmund Burke and David
Prochaskaeds., Genealogies of Orientalism: History, Theory, Politics
(Nebraska: U of Nebraska Press, 2008) p. 249
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I found an old French picture book in a used bookstore today. It took
me a moment to realise the images of Algerian women in various
states of undress and confinement were staged. In its introduction were
the following words: ‘The occupier was bent on unveiling Algeria.’3
These photographs were made into postcards and sent out into the
world—equally concealing as they were revealing. The book calls
this ‘ventriloquial art’4, where perpetuated imagery—in this case the
postcards—becomes a thing of surface and flatness; a subject whom does
not speak, but is instead spoken5 through.
Perhaps it is being so far away from home for such a long time, but I’m
unsure if this seemingly new-found affinity for postcards is serendipitous
or sought. Intrigued and having delved into this duplicitous world
of Romanticism, ideology, and advertisement, I found an article that
described ‘the recurring image as trope, as construction—as a kind of
currency’6.
This brought to mind the photos I’ve taken along this journey, those
of myself—the poses I’ve emulated, with scenery—the appropriately
picturesque. Have I successfully embarked on an unveiling of place and
of person? In strange and alienated moments, I capture myself and my
surroundings in a frozen moment of telling signs and symbols, a telling
self-assembly. Who does the speaking and the telling? Is it not I? Who
coined this inherited currency? With what agency do I spend?

Frantz Fanon, ‘Algeria Unveiled’ in Haakon Chevalier, trans., A Dying
Colonialism (New York: Grove Press, 1965), p. 49

3

4
Malek Alloula, ‘The Colonial Harem: Images of a Suberoticism’ in Myrna
Godzich and Wlad Godzich, trans., The Colonial Harem (Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota Press, 1986) p. 120

5

Ibid.

Sarah Sentilles, ‘Colonial postcards and women as props for war-making’ in
The New Yorker (2017) [online]
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e n v i r o n m e n t s

Dear Pak Jaafar
Greetings from Britain.
Encl. Me along the South downs
Your happy postcard found me just as I was
taking my leave of Iceland, and I sat down to
write the instant I became free of my luggage!
The cold and solitude had begun to wear, and
now I find myself surrounded by a diverting
place.
What could be more British and Romantic than
rolling green pastures punctuated by grazing
cattle and endless bales of hay? I have longed to
experience the quintessence of British landscapes,
from wild gardens to sprawling downs. But
alas, Et in Arcadia Ego? as your last postcard
seemed to say. I suppose it, too, captures an
embodiment of empire, of the lone foreign figure
surrounded by an environment he seeks to
apprehend.

C o n t r o l l e d

e n v i r o n m e n t s

There would appear to be a contradiction, a breach, here, since
the colonial postcard is meant, by definition, to limit itself to a
photographic survey of society and landscape. That at least is
its ethnographic alibi, its avowed purpose. But rather than a
contradiction, in the case of the colonial postcard, it would be
better to speak of a specific mode of operation that consists in
the maintenance, though in constant scramble (the ruse), of a
triple agency: that of the avowal (ethnography), that of the unsaid
(colonial ideology), and that of the repressed (phantasm).
—Malek Alloula, ‘Women’s Quarters’, in Myrna Godzich and Wlad
Godzich, trans., The Colonial Harem (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1986), p. 28

Certain images underscore an unbridgeable gap and a never-to-betoppled hierarchy. When a group of people is judged to be “foreign,”
it becomes far more likely that news organizations will run, for the
consumption of their audiences, explicit, disturbing photographs of
members of that group: starving children or bullet-riddled bodies.
—Teju Cole, ‘When the Camera Was a Weapon of Imperialism. (And
When It Still Is.)’ in The New York Times Magazine (2019) [online]

With each coast, each precipice I verge,
I, too, find myself a foreign body in vast,
incomprehensible, and exotic landscapes. Am
I the lone explorer in Friedrich, Cole, and
Constable? Or am I the noble savage employed
to hunt tigers? Can a postcard capture the
quintessence of my body of experiences? Whose
experiences do I collect?
Standing on the brink of rediscovery
K
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The Sirih Pinang is a contexture of ritual, material, and symbol of the
Malay archipelago. The practice dates back thousands of years—I’m
not even sure how far back, and where it “truly” originates, but I know
to whom it belongs. In the Victoria & Albert Museum in London, sits
a beautiful gilded silver cerana, formerly owned by Sir Richard Olof
Winstedt, a colonial administrator and scholar on British Malaya. He’s
credited with preserving the Sejarah Melayu and several other works of
immeasurable cultural significance to the malays.

C o n t r o l l e d

e n v i r o n m e n t s

Perhaps the Romance here resides in having found the other and familiar,
the sublime inseparable from the uncanny—like so much else I have read
about and seen in this place.

I saw the cerana today. Tiny, tinier than the fill of my palm, and alongside
it, handsomely preserved in their environment-controlled cases, a
thousand other snapshots of centuries of cultures and stories; tokens and
totems of the colonial survey of society and landscape.
Sir Richard also wrote extensively on archipelago, and the British
experience of it:
‘Because a man wears khaki and a solar topee and has travelled 1,000
miles in a British Ship to a British Colony to live among British settlers,
the world is disposed to fancy that his life has been more venturesome
than life in London. Are not Conrad and Somerset Maugham witnesses
that the Malay Archipelago pullulates with romance?’7
His memoir is sprinkled with colourful anecdotes and pithy
characterisations such as ‘From Metaphysics to Malaya’ and ‘Of Voyages
and Durians’; the ethnographic weight and testimony of one man for an
entire culture, spans oceans and a century.
Is my awe and wonder for this place to be found in having travelled across
the world only to find slivers of home? Was Sir Richard’s desire to collect
and catalogue the Sirih Pinang and so much more, akin to my surprising
impulse to touch, and hold the tiny trinket in the palm of my hand?
41

Sir Richard Winstedt, ‘Start from Alif, Count from One’, in Journal of the Royal
Asiatic Society (99.1, 1967) p. 59
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S e l f i e
Dear Pak Jaafar
Greetings from Norway.
Encl. Me on Mount Ulriken (Ice Valley)
I arrived in Bergen by boat two days
ago. One imagines that sea travel is a
thing one eventually grows accustomed to,
but I have learned on this journey, that
waters flow so very differently, and every
crossing from land to precipice to sea is
the discovery of some new sensation and
significance for me; sensations that, try as
I do, fail to be held captive by my writings
and photographs.
Thank you for your lovely postcard, it
took me a moment to figure the background
was staged. I wondered about the subtle or
perhaps completely incidental significances
of their garments, headwear, postures, the
dogs, and even the plants. What did it all
mean then, and what does it mean, now—
for you and me?

a s

o t h e r

S e l f i e

a s

o t h e r

But even without the layers on race and class, power structures
are already manifested in photography as a medium: according to
Roland Barthes, there is an analogy between taking a picture and
shooting a person. The photographer has always power over the
photographed objects. At the same time, all people like documenting
their lives and memories. So my question is: how to deal with this
difficult phenomenon? […] The consequence of Barthes’ theory also
means: when you take a selfie, you take back the power of the gaze
and break the paradigm of power dynamics in photography.
—Hengameh Yaghoobifarah, ‘How colonial are your travel pictures?’
in LATITUDE: Rethinking Power Relations—for a decolonized and
non-racial world (2019) [online]

A photograph such as this one risks being considered trite; once
the viewer gets the point, repeated viewings are not necessary, its
meaning is exhausted. But behind the end product is the process,
the process of working through and beyond the accumulated weight
of Orientalist photography and of colonial representation in general.
—David Prochaska, ‘The Self as Other: Yasmina Bouziane’ in
Hafid Gafaïti, Patricia M. E. Lorcin, and David G. Troyansky, eds.,
Transnational Spaces and Identities in the Francophone World
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2009) p. 392

Do my own portraits evoke similar
pause—with my foreign garments against
sublime landscapes? I think of home often,
and I wonder what they make of my little
anecdotes from a land so far removed it
must seem I’m writing from a storybook.
And as I struggle to remember faces and
places from home, I wonder if assimilating
in one place, means becoming estranged
from another.
K
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o t h e r

I spent my afternoon at The Viking Ship Museum, taking notes and
innumerable photographs of langskip, knarr, and faering, instinctively
comparing hulls with my cursory memory of Malay perahu. Some of
these boats were warships—built for swift attacks; some mercantile—built
to hold cargo. This brought to mind the intrinsic relationship between the
colony and the sea, and how power and its enterprise are often conducted
with the currency of a journey—sometimes to the west.

S e l f i e

a s

o t h e r

In relation to the tiny, self-important ship
On the surface.) But your eyes proclaim
That everything is surface. The surface is what’s there
And nothing can exist except what’s there.
[. . .]
And just as there are no words for the surface, that is,
No words to say what it really is, that it is not
Superficial but a visible core, then there is

As a stranger in a foreign land, I have found here but so many fragments
of home. And as a tourist of self-discovery, I have found myself yearning
to dissemble into this landscape.
It hasn’t—and cannot—escape me that the notion of travel and
exploration beyond my borders is rooted in the colonial project. Like—
and unlike—the naturalists and explorers who traversed half the world
to conquer and collect pearls of the orient but only a century ago, my
journey to the west has started to resemble a self-portrait in a convex
mirror. The words of Ashbery come to mind:

No way out of the problem of pathos vs. experience.

What does an inverted journey into “the civilised world” like mine and
many others, mean today? What power structures are entailed and
implicated by my being here?
From postcards to cerana, from native to tourist, from image to gestalt;
what else exists under the flat surfaces of totems and anecdotes? Is my
understanding of this history on the opposite side of the same coin? When
I look in the mirror, or when I turn the lens upon myself, I cannot but
wonder at the predicament of the dozing whale beneath.

[. . .] The surface
Of the mirror being convex, the distance increases
Significantly; that is, enough to make a point
That the soul is a captive, treated humanely, kept
In suspension, unable to advance much farther
Than your look as it intercepts the picture.
[. . .]
Francesco, your hand is big enough
To wreck the sphere, and too big,
One would think, to weave delicate meshes
That only argue its further detention.
(Big, but not coarse, merely another scale,
Like a dozing whale on the sea bottom
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Epilogue
Ultimately my topic is a pervasive condition of off-centeredness
in a world of distinct meaning systems, a state of being in
culture while looking at culture, a form of personal and
collective self-fashioning. This predicament—not limited to
scholars, writers, artists, or intellectuals—responds to the
twentieth century’s unprecedented overlay of traditions. A
modern “ethnography” of conjectures, constantly moving
between cultures, does not, like its Western alter ego
“anthropology,” aspire to survey the full range of human
diversity or development. It is perpetually displaced, both
regionally focused and broadly comparative, a form both of
dwelling and of travel in a world where the two experiences are
less and less distinct 8.

James Clifford, ‘Introduction: The Pure Products Go Crazy’ in The Predicament of Culture: TwentiethCentury Ethnography, Literature, and Art (Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1988) p. 9

8
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Harimau’s Impossible
Task:
Oil Palm Plantations,
Mare Tranquillitatis,
and Space Travel
Some Notes on
The Extreme Journey of
Perwira and the Calm Sea: In 3 Acts
Au Sow-Yee
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“The Extreme Journey of Perwira and the Calm Sea: In 3 Acts” is Au’s
continuation of the play “The Nanyang Intelligence Bureau” (2018), as
part of the “Nanyang” project. The Japanese intelligence agent, Tani
Yutaka, was a member of F. Kikan, one of the intelligence departments
of Japan in the 1940s. Yutaka spoke Malay fluently in the images created
by the mass media. After born in 1911, Fukuoka, Japan, he moved to the
North East of Malay Peninsula with his parents. He became a bandit out
of revenge after his sister was killed. The story of Yutaka was made into
movies in 1943 and 1989. And the TV show “Amazing Harimao” from
1960 to 1961 as well as the comic of the same name published afterwards,
were also based on the same story. “The Extreme Journey of Perwira
and the Calm Sea: In 3 Acts” reimagines the oceanic and life journeys of

Harimau (Malay Tiger) and distant stars.

Tani Yutaka. Mixing Southern Cross, navigation system, the thinking,

The old story (as the Malayan Tiger Fades) and the Space

deploying and regrouping of the relationship between popular music

Adventures of a distant planet?

and images, the project reflects the multiple facets of Japan, Taiwan,
ASEAN countries, as well as the changing borders between South China
Sea, Indian Ocean, the Pacific region and its shifting power dynamic.

Impossible missions from oil palms to the Ocean to outer space.
The Sea Knight who blundered into the Oil Palm Grove
(cowboy, wild west as far as the surreal oil palm grove and the
doomed ocean of GPS) , and
the mysterious woman who can't speak but sings and answers
(the incarnation of the Animal Kingdom's Harlequin cat?).
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Act 1.1 Tiger Cave
(Millions of years ago, a tiger mistakenly entered a
limestone cave, where a rainstorm trapped it for all
eternity.)
Act 1 Mare Tranquillitatis navigation
Act 2 Bomoh
Act 3 The Last Peepshow
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# Navigation

# Navigation Maps

Navigation system. An American

Civil navigation maps include

military system.

maps by Google Maps and its

Used to position satellites,
the navigation system assists
in military surveillance, land

“Ocean of the Streams of Story, whose source

surveys, and navigation.

subsidiary Waze. Particularly in
Waze, the app combines satellite
positioning and user sharing
systems to build a mine of traffic
information.

or wellspring is said to be near the moon’s
South Pole. The actual Streams of Story flow
north from the pole. The waters of the ocean

# Global Positioning System (GPS)

become at times polluted, thick and slow-

In the 1970s, GPS was jointly

moving, resembling molasses. This condition

developed by the American Army,

is apparently caused by an occasional plug
that prevents the stories from flowing freely.
Travelers across the ocean are advised that the

Navy, and Air Force. It now covers
98% of the globe; GPS provides
real-time, global navigation
services in all weathers, but it is

plug must be removed in order to clean the

also used to gather intelligence

waters, so that all the stories, even the oldest,

and monitor nuclear explosions

once again taste as good as new.”

1

and other military actions. Several
dozen satellites circulating in the

# Getting Lost with Waze

sky hidden from human view work

Malaysian drivers are highly

in groups of three to determine the

reliant on navigation maps, and

height and position of a designated

drivers have gotten lost several

object. GPS could be considered

times because the signal was

a contemporary information

obscured by the jungle or an oil

monitoring system.

palm plantation.

1
Alberto Manguel, “Ocean of the Streams of Story,” in The Dictionary of Imaginary
Places (New York: Harcourt, 2000), 631.
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“…embedded in groves of palms
and fruit-trees, whose varied
and beautiful foliage furnishes a
pleasing relief of the eye, as well
as most grateful shade.” 2

If the Waze signal reached the
seashore, would it suddenly
stop, malfunction, or change
course?
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Alfred Russel Wallace, Malay Archipelago: The Land of the Orang-Utan and the
Bird of Paradise (Singapore: Periplus Editions, 2008), 21.
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#Mare Tranquillitatis
An ocean of peace and calm?
Mare Tranquillitatis is a lunar sea located in the Tranquillitatis

Scene

Type

1-1

LS

Description
A long shot of the ocean floor. Illuminated
by sunshine, an island gradually forms on

basin on the Moon.

the ocean floor.
The camera follows this island as it
moves slowly upward from the ocean floor
to float on the surface of the water.
The sun shines on the island, but the sky
is black.
1-2

LS to CU

A place on the island emits light, and
the camera turns toward the light, moving
closer to arrive at the cave entrance.

“At one time, according to Sir George H. Darwin,

The light source inside the cave is a tiger
fossil on the wall of the cave.

the Moon was very close to the Earth. Then the tides

The tiger fossil facing the camera seems

gradually pushed her far away; the tides that the

to come alive, singing a repetitive melody

Moon herself causes in the Earth’s waters, where the

and words, like an incantation.

Earth slowly loses energy.” 3

1-3

MU

The singing tiger comes off the limestone
and begins to spin.

1-4

LS

As it spins, the tiger’s skin gradually
peels off, revealing three positioning
satellites instead of bones. The peeled skin
unfolds, and the data is revealed, forming a
map that gradually fills with land and water.

1-5

MU

In a point-of-view shot, we begin to move
into the digital map filled with water.
Flames from electrical shocks start to
appear on the digital map, so that the image
of the map gradually disappears.

3
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AItalo Calvino, “The Distance of the Moon,” Cosmicomics

Storyboard: 1.1 Tiger Cave (3D rendering and footage of the ocean floor)
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A written explanation

# The Malaysian Coat of Arms

In this story from the twentieth

The new moon and star at the top

In April 1946, the Malayan Film

After the country of Malaysia was

century, the protagonist is called

symbolize Islam. The fourteen

Unit (MFU) was established by the

established in 1963, the Malayan

“Harimau,” which is Malay for

points of the star stand for the

British colonial government that

Film Unit continued to use this

“tiger.” The most fascinating thing

equal relationship between the

had returned to Malaya, the British

logo, and a leaping Malayan tiger

about the story of Harimau was

thirteen states of Malaysia and the

colonial name for the area that is

became the symbol for the key

the confusion of relationships,

federal government. The shield

now Singapore and the Malaysian

national film institution.

the investigations of tangled

in the middle symbolizes the

peninsula.

boundaries, and the imaginative

states unified under Malaysia. The

Malaysian scholar Hee Wai

pathfinding. Harimau’s various

animals supporting the shield are

experiences, which layer history

two Malayan tigers, representing

and imagination, passed through

the courage and strength of the

different straits from the azure

people.

# MFU Logo

Siam, who currently teaches at
Nanyang Technological University
in Singapore, wrote an article
entitled “The Malayan Film Unit’s

Pacific Ocean to a swampy South

Anti-Communist Films and the

China Sea, then on to the silver

Ideology of the Cold War.” In the

screen and the Black Sea.

paper’s abstract, the MFU was
described as: “The MFU was a
film institution under the British
colonial government. It produced
many anti-Communist films with
narration in multiple languages.
The ultimate goal of the MFU was
to explicate Malayan identity and
remove the threat of Communist
ideology in the Cold War era.”

4

Hee Wai Siam, “マラヤフィルムユニットの反共映像と冷戦イデオロギー” (“The
Malayan Film Unit’s Anti-Communist Films and the Ideology of the Cold War”),
trans, Akane Oikawa,《野草》Yasō 97 (2016): 28-52.
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# General Tomoyuki Yamashita,
The “Tiger of Malaya”
During the Pacific War, General
Yamashita led Japan’s Twenty-Fifth
Army in attacking British-held
Malaya. He adopted innovative
military tactics, such as bicycle
attacks. (My paternal grandparents
remember Japanese and Taiwanese
soldiers riding bicycles.) After two
months, they had occupied the
entire Malay Peninsula and moved
on to Singapore, so the general was
called “the Tiger of Malaya.” This
is one of the many war paintings
created by Japanese painter Saburo
Miyamoto, which depicts British
commander Arthur E. Percival
surrendering to General Yamashita
when Japan invaded Singapore in
1942. The scene takes place in the
old Ford Factory in Singapore.

Saburo Miyamoto, Meeting of General Yamashita and General Percival, 1942, 180.7 x 225.5cm,
The National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo

Harimau’s next reincarnation
followed General Yamashita to
Singapore. This is the Japanese
cemetery in Singapore.
There is a plaque in front of the
Shinto shrine with the name
“Harimau: Tani Yutaka” and a
brief biography clearly marked
at the top. Following the given
directions, we find an empty tomb
for Tani “Harimau” Yutaka.
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In late 1941, with “Asia for the
Asians” as their slogan, the Japanese
army attacked the Malay Peninsula
by sea and land.

67

FUKUDA Toyoshiro, Scene from Operation
Malay (details) , 1944, color on paper,
64 x 181 cm each, 6 pieces in total. The
collection of Akita Museum of Modern Art
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# Tani Yutaka
Tani Yutaka was a member of F

1943. That same year, a political

I closed my eyes. I had the feeling

Kikan (Fujiwara Kikan), a part of

propaganda film entitled Sayon’s

that our ship was spiraling rapidly

the Japanese Intelligence Service,

Bell, with Yoshiko Yamagushi

down into a glowering, hellish maw.

in the 1940s. In mass media

(also known as Li Xianglan) in the

Then I hear, coming as a comfort to

depictions, Yutaka spoke fluent

lead, was also released in Japan-

the heart like the sound of a bell, a

Malay. He was born in 1911 in

controlled Taiwan. The film tells

wanderer lost in the mist intoning

Fukuoka, Japan. That same year,

the story of indigenous Taiwanese

with many voices a joyous song, and

German author Hermann Hesse

people waiting to enlist to be

I immediately began to sing along.

began his Asian journey. Not long

sent to the front. At the time, the

It was the sacred song, ‘We’re going

after he was born, Yutaka moved to

frontline hotspot was the Malay

to Asia,’ and all human languages

the northeastern part of the Malay

Archipelago.

could be heard in it, all weary human

peninsula with his parents. As an
adult, he became an outlaw for
avenging the killing of his younger
sister Shizuko. He was caught and
imprisoned in Hat Yai, Thailand;
he was rescued by Lieutenant
Colonel Iwaichi Fujiwara and he
joined the intelligence unit of the
Japanese Fifteenth Army.

In 1911, Yutaka’s family moved
from Fukuoka, Japan, to the

Hermann Hesse set out on his
journey. Hesse wrote many
articles about his trip, including
“Singapore Dream.” (During the
Pacific War, after the Japanese

of death is disputed. Some say that

British, they renamed Singapore

he died in an F Kikan operation

“Syonanto,” which meant “Light of

in Johor, while others say he

the South.”)

political propaganda film Marai
no Tora (The Tiger of Malaya) in

5

Peninsula. That same year,

Imperial Army defeated the

was first made into the Japanese

yearning of all creatures.”

northeastern part of the Malay

Yutaka died in 1942, but his cause

died of malaria. Yutaka’s story

longing, and the inner need and wild

In 1911, Singapore and the Malay

Twenty-year-old Yutaka is supposedly the
man seated on the left side of this picture
from 1931. He wears a baju melayu and a
songkok, looking entirely different from the
traditional figure of a Japanese person.

Peninsula became British colonies,
which were together called
“Malaya.” Hesse wrote, “In despair,
Hermann Hesse, Singapore Dream and Other Adventures , trans. Sherab Choozin
Kohn (Boulder: Shambhala Publications, 2018), 31-32.

5
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Prelude: Song of Departure, part
of The Extreme Journey of Perwira
and the Calm Sea: In 3 Acts (2019),
is the prelude to Yutaka, as Harimau,
setting off on a journey. The song is a
prelude developed from disassembled
and reassembled lyrics from “The
Song of the Taiwanese Army” (used
to recruit Taiwanese soldiers during
Japanese rule), the theme song for
The Amazing Harimau, and “The
Song of the Southern Cross.”
In the karaoke accompaniment, the
melody persists until the voice comes
in.

• Lyrics Collage: Au Sow Yee, Chen YowRuu
Composer: Chen YowRuu
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# The Amazing Harimau
He was “a Malay Robinhood, a

In 1960, Tani “Harimau” Yutaka

The most recent time that Harimau

In 1989, Emperor Hirohito,

modern warrior of the Water

was reincarnated, this time in the

appeared on the silver screen

promoter of the Greater East Asia

Margin” who “mysteriously

guise of a cowboy in a television

was in the 1989 film Harimau.

Co-Prosperity Sphere and the “Asia

robbed the rich to help the poor

show called The Amazing Harimau

The film, with investment from

for the Asians” slogan, died. That

and played tricks on corrupt

sponsored by Jintan chewing gum.

Shochiku, presented Yutaka taking

same year, the Berlin Wall fell,

officials” and “British barbarians.”

Wearing sunglasses, a headscarf,

revenge for his younger sister

and the division between West and

“Officials saw him as a scoundrel,

a tight shirt, and jeans, Harimau

and robbing the rich to help the

East Germany, which symbolized

but ordinary people saw him as a

carried a pistol and rode a horse;

poor, with the addition of some

capitalism and communism

heroic friend.”

he was a people’s hero resisting

romance.

respectively, disintegrated. In 1989,

In the idea of “Asia for the Asians,”

the evil British and “red” overseas

Harimau had his last appearance

the British colonialists were

Chinese. In the show, the Tiger

on the silver screen, which was

barbarians, and they were simply

of Malaya takes on the image

very weird and worth pondering.

lumped together with “overseas

and posture of a cowboy. With

Harimau did not stop appearing

Chinese Communists” as enemies.

a pioneering spirit and will of

in movies because of world events

Westerns, he traveled the Malay

in 1989. Harimau, the former

Archipelago and Thailand by land
and sea to develop a barbarian
wilderness.

spy, could be an energetic light
ハリマオ (Harimau), 1989, Shochiku Co., Ltd.

and sound that shocks spiritual
boundaries and frameworks
beyond national and ethnic visions
once blanketed by the dark clouds
of colonization and the Cold War.
This figure is invisible yet compels
you and I to confront a deeper
level of life and politics, and the

An advertisement for the Chinese version of
Marai no Tora (The Tiger of Malaya), 1943.

fears we do not want to confront.

The television show “The Amazing Harimau”
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MONSTER
Kathy Jetñil-Kijiner

Sometimes I wonder if Marshallese women are the chosen ones.
I wonder if someone selected us from a stack. Drew us out slow.
Methodical. Then, issued the order:
Give birth to nightmares. Show the world what happens.
When the sun explodes inside you.
How many stories of nuclear war are hidden in our
bodies?
574 – the number of stillbirths and miscarriages after
the bombs of 1951. Before the bombs? 52.
Bella Compoj told the UN she could no longer have children.
That she saw her friends give birth to ugly things.
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Nerik gave birth to something resembling the eggs of a sea
turtle and Flora gave birth to something like the intestines.
She told this to a committee of men who washed their hands of this sin – these
women who bore unholy things – created from exploding spit and ugly things.
And how these women buried their nightmares. Beneath a coconut tree.
Pretended it never happened. Sinister. Hideous. Monster. More jellyfish
than child.
And yet. They could see the chest inhale. Exhale. Could it be
human?
Nerik gave birth to something resembling the eggs of a sea
turtle and Flora gave birth to something like the intestines.
In our legends lives a monster. Mejenkwaad. Woman demons – unhinged jaws
swallowing canoes, men, babies. Whole. Shark teeth in the backs of their head.
Necks that stretch around an entire island, bloodthirsty. Hungry for babies and
pregnant women. Monsters.
My three-year-old likes to hunt for monsters in our closet. We use the
light of my cell phone. A blue glow in the dark. We whisper to each other
– did you hear that?
Did I hear what?
The silence of my dreams is severed by her screaming
nightmares. And I am a mewling mess turned monster
huddled in the corner wide-eyed, wild haired, unable
to touch, unable to care, unable to bear the exhaustion,
anxiety clawing away at my chest. Am I even
human? Post-partum – easier to diagnose after
the fact. Two years later those memories haunt
me. When I became the bump in the night.
When I realized I needed to protect her. From
me.
Did you hear that?
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Nerik gave birth to something resembling the eggs of a sea turtle
and Flora gave birth to something like the intestines1.
In our legends lives a monster. Woman demons, unhinged jaws. Swallowing their
own babies. Driven mad. Turned flesh rotten. Blood through their eyes their teeth
their nose.
Were the women who gave birth to nightmares considered monsters?
Were they driven mad by these unholy things that came from their
bodies? Were they sick with the feeling of horror that perhaps there was
something
wrong. With them.
My three-year-old sleeps next to me. I have lost my
fangs and ugly dreams. I watch her chest inhale.
Exhale. Know that she is real, she is mine. I try to
write forgiveness and healing into our story. Into
myself.
In legends lives a woman. Turned monster
from loneliness. Turned monster from
agony and suns exploding in her chest. She
gives birth to a child that is not so much a
child but too much a jellyfish. The child is
struggling for breath. Struggling in pain.
She wants to bring the child peace. Bring
her home. Her first home. Inside her body.

Panel from Jerakiaarlap: A Marshall Islands Epic (2020), by Solomon Enos, Kathy
Jetñil-Kijiner, Alson Kelen, Michelle Keown and Dustin Langidrik. Artist: Solomon Enos.

It is an embrace. It is only. An
embrace. She kneels next to the
body.
And inhales.
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1
Glenn Alcalay, “The Sociocultural Impact of Nuclear Weapons Tests in the Marshall Islands,”
(unpublished field report: 1981) 1-2.
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Youth Dedicated
to Bougainville
Fang Di
81

82

I took the earliest flight from Port Moresby, the capital city of Papua New Guinea, to go

Asian person but I did see 2 or three foreigners in the airport. People in the Bougainville

to the Bougainville Island. This flight was served by a Dash 8, a propeller plane by de

Island are very xenophobic. One can barely see foreigners here; even highland people from

Havilland that was already outmoded a long time ago. The space on the plane was so

Papua New Guinea are rarely seen here (The highland people are the most hard-working

crammed that one didn't have enough leg room to keep one's legs straight; there was a one-

group in Papua New Guinea. They like to travel everywhere to expand their markets).

hour layover in Rabaul. My destination was Buka Town, the biggest city in Bougainville

People here are very resistant against outsiders. Outside investors will have to marry a

Island. Battle of Bougainville in the South Pacific War was a historically significant event.

local person here to acquire local household registration, otherwise there is no way for

In the 1970s, not long after the battle, the gold and copper mine area was discovered

the business to take off. These conventional rules have prevented the local economy from

and soon it became the largest open-air gold mine in the world. This gold mine was the

developing. If you drive out of the town for 15 minutes, there will be no signal at all; for

glorious economic pillar for Papua New Guinea during that time. Driven by profits,

20 minutes, there will be no electricity. When we traveled outside of the town during the

the landowners of the mining area, different developers and the central government

day time, we were completed disconnected from everything. At night time, we had to light

increasingly became in conflict with each other. The tension kept building up until the

candles to carry out conversations against flickering light.

Bougainville civil war broke out in 1988, and lasted for decades. Mining came to a sudden
stop and white people were driven out of this resource rich island. Today Bougainville has
become the one and only autonomous region in Papua New Guinea. This year people here

able to go anywhere. Through a friend’s introduction, we were connected with a Chinese

are all preparing fervently for the independence referendum.

person, Mr. David Fang, who had been living here for a long time. He is also a well-

The economy of Bougainville heavily relies on the mining industry. Without the

this glamorously loud outfit for himself. He was wearing a decoration made of boar tusks

support of other industries, even the governing administrative budget is allocated by

and shells. His hat is in a hybrid style. It looks like a traditional Chinese high official’s

the central government. Its doomed economic condition is quite similar to that of the

court hat, with a blue diamond embedded in the middle; on top of it, a tuft of bird of

tumultuous Venezuela. The level of uneven development is so high that the cost of living is

paradise feathers were attached. Bird of paradise is a precious rare breed and its feathers

unreasonably expensive. The cost of living here is three times that of in Port Moresby; and

are considered symbols of prestige and pedigree by local people. Mr. Fang liked to wear

yet the cost of living in Port Moresby is three times that of in Beijing. Bougainville Island

Lavalava, a type of attire worn by Polynesian people for formal occasions. Lavalava is a

consists of two main islands—the main island and the Buka island. The distance between

skirt-like formal outfit worn by male Somoans. He was holding a weirdly-sculpted wooden

the two islands is shorter than 300 meters but there are no bridges connecting the two. If

stick and speaking with an androgynous tone. But he was a very considerate person.

you were to drive a car from one island to the other, you would have to put your car on a
boat and ship it to the other shore. The cost of shipping is 600 RMB, an outrageous price
by local standard. From this current situation, we can surmise that the vibrant economy

respected chieftain here. At first sight, we were stunned by his weird outfit. He designed

Fang graduated from a Foreign Language University somewhere in China. After
graduation, he started a translation company in Beijing and offered translation services

created by the mining craze did not create any infrastructure for the local people.

for foreign embassies in the Madaiqiao area. Through one of these translation services, he

Basically no tourists visit here. I stayed here for 6 days in total. My departing flight was

changed Fang’s life in the following 20 years.

cancelled on the last day for no reason. I waited in the airport for 8 hours straight but the
ground staff in the airport did not seem to care at all. My cellphone was completely out of
power and I would have to stay for one more day. During these days, I did not see another
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We were very lucky to have a local friend to show us around, otherwise we would not be

got to know Papua New Guinea’s then ambassador in China, John Momis. This friendship

Momis is a legend in Papua New Guinea. He was born in Lae and was elected a senator in
1970. He participated in the drafting of the Constitution of Papua New Guinea. From 1999
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to 2005, he was the governor of Bougainville. In 2007, he became Papua New Guinea’s
ambassador in China and served his term until 2010 and then went back to Papua New
Guinea. He became New Bougainville Party’s candidate to run for the presidential election
in the autonomous Bougainville region and won the election. He has been fighting for
Bougainville’s independence for his entire life and in 2020 this goal is still not achieved.
When they were in Beijing, Fang and Momis were very close friends. Momis invited Fang
to visit Bougainville island many times after he went back.
With Chieftain Fang’s thoughtful arrangements, I checked into the oldest hotel there—
Kuri Village Resort. In this run-down hotel, there was a pond at the center in which some
giant sea turtles were swimming. These turtles all looked more than a hundred years old.
The hygiene at this hotel was quite worrisome. Even a 60 RMB per night hotel in the slum
area in any Chinese city has better hygiene. But this shabby hotel charged you 1400 RMB
per night! In the following two days, we drank expensive beers by the pool every night and
chatted with the owner of the resort hotel, Chris and some local friends. We talked about
the modern history of Bougainville island, wartime life, and stories related to the Panguna
mining area.
Fang is a controversial figure among locals. His language is witty and diplomatic; his easygoing personality has helped him secure many resources in Bougainville island. Of course,
he put in a lot of effort to earn these privileges. Within such a short time span of 10 years,
he has established several important organizations: The Bougainville-China Cooperation
Committee, The Bougainville Import-Export General Corporation Limited, The South
Pacific Trading Special Zone, and The Bougainville Assembly of Paramount Chiefs. He
has been bringing Chinese businessmen and associations to come here for research and
investment. Some did buy into his advice and come here for investment but none of them
has succeeded yet.
Due to the historical lesson of the Panguna mining industry, local people are very cautious
about outsiders. They are especially concerned about whether outsiders will profit from
them. They are very conservative and care a lot about their homeland and assets. Their
severe control of credits gave outside investors a difficult time. Once an outsider gained
John Momis and Mr. David Fang in front of the Deng Xiaoping Statue in Shenzhen, on November 8, 2010
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profits from here, they would revoke the contracts immediately and the investors would
have to leave miserably.
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Momis staged a public chieftain coronation ceremony for Fang. According to local
tradition, an outsider has to marry a local woman to become eligible for local residency.
But Fang is an exceptional case. Without marriage, he became a chieftain. This title allowed
him to unify people in the tribe within a short time span. People came to him for help
with big or small matters; people invited him to give speeches on all kinds of occasions, be
they weddings or funerals. He is also a mentor for local people. His passion and actions
made him a local celebrity. In turn, he utilizes his position with a specially-designed outfit
to make him stand out from other chieftains. His marketing strategy quickly brings him
success in this closed society. Many people say that he was sent by the Chinese government
for some political missions. But I do believe that his success is related to his personality—
he is a born leader with positive vibes.
Nevertheless, the longer people got to know him, the more people find out about his real
motive. Local people gradually found out that he maneuvered all his relationships to
make a fortune. He ran local shops to purchase sea cucumbers. Severe criticism started
to circulate and he eventually could not stand it anymore and ended up going back to
China to revitalize himself. Due to his absence, the team of people around him slowly
disintegrated.
Without the internet and electricity, my days on the island seemed to go very slowly. One
of these days, we went with Chris to the countryside of Pororan Island. We rode a car
for two hours to get there and another boat ride for 20 minutes or so brought us to the
northernmost tip of the Buka island. This is a small island with a very small of population.
This heavenly island contains enough drinkable water to sustain all its inhabitants. A
small broadcasting system is quite enough to send everyone out of their huts at one time.
Our arrival unsettled everyone here. They treated us as honorable guests with beautiful
wreathes. Local ladies performed a feet-washing ritual for the guests. During washing,
They would murmur some chants into your feet to cleanse all evils and illnesses. This
episode somehow reminded me of a passage I read from Jared where he talked about how
germs travel faster than the footsteps of the colonizers.
Before I ended this trip, I still did not get to see the special economic zone described by
Fang. But I did enjoy rowing a boat to a deserted island. Here, we bathed ourselves entirely
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Bougainville’s delegation arrives in Beijing on October 30,2010
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in the divine sunshine of the South Pacific Ocean.
These footage documents important moments in the 10 years of Chieftain
Fang’s life in the Bougainville Island. I would like to express my utmost respect
to someone who dedicated his 10 years of youth to this island. I believe that
the making public of these footage would allow people to see how such a brave
young man made his efforts to change such a marginal place. This process is like a
performance art piece that is destined to be forgotten as time progresses.
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Tourism as Political
Philosophy: Reading
Azuma Hiroki’s A
Philosophy of the
Tourist
Wang Qin
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Japanese critic Azuma Hiroki has gained
widespread recognition for his subcultural studies
such as Animalizing Postmodernity. Recently,
he published A Philosophy of the Tourist, a book
whose problematic expands on his earlier thoughts
in a book of travel writing, Weak Ties; one might
even say that the concept of the “weak tie” is the
very conclusion towards which A Philosophy of
the Tourist points. While Azuma himself defines
Weak Ties as a work meant to “inspire” readers, if
we read it alongside A Philosophy of the Tourist as
well as Azuma’s earlier writings on Jacques Derrida,
we might say that “weak tie” is not (merely) a
description of one possible state of interpersonal
relations, but a new, ontological redefinition of
“relationship.”

Towards an “Immature”
Universality when
“politics” fails to define
terrorism and the War
on Terror
In Weak Ties, Azuma made a

already there, yet difficult for us to

counterintuitive observation: in a

envisage or reach, we need to change

present moment where networks

our actual environments, moving our

and means of communication are

bodies in order to enrich our database

more developed, and access to

of “keywords.” This type of movement

information more convenient than

is epitomized by tourism.

ever, our relationships with others,
contrary to what one might expect,
are increasingly constrained within
the status quo: “networks are a tool
for class stagnation...Networks and
media only increase and solidify
relationships within the groups
we belong to, such that we find it
impossible to escape” (Weak Ties
9). Even though, theoretically,
we ought to be able to access a
variety of information on internet
search engines, our ordinary living
circumstances limit our capacity and
potential for exploring unknown
territories on the web. Even if
different social media platforms
make interaction quicker and more
convenient, we often find ourselves
trapped in echo chambers, hearing
only what we want to hear from those
like us. Azuma holds that, for us to
arrive at areas of the internet that are
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Indeed, A Philosophy of the Tourist
attempts to make the “tourist,” a
paradigm of consumerist society,
its object of inquiry. This means
that Azuma’s point of departure is
drastically different from cultural
studies or social theories as we
usually understand them: no longer
are tourists “products” following the
capitalist-market logic or derived
from the tourist industry, nor are they
an anonymous, statistically reducible
group. Rather, the tourist carries
with it present and future political
potentials (no matter whether the
tourist is able to bear these new
political “subjectivities,” or better yet,
whether this new politics even has
a “subject”). The stake of Azuma’s
project can be glimpsed from the
three aims that he lays out for this
monograph.
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First: the formulation of a new

people and things. But if we limit

(45-46). In this sense, if all political

to civil society, from civil society

framework for thought for the era

ourselves to this suggestion, we risk

theory since the early modern period

to nation, is the self-unfolding of

of globalization (A Philosophy of the

offering only scraps of folk wisdom,

presupposes a strict distinction

Idea through history; similarly, in

Tourist, 31; quotations from this book

bits of advice on how to navigate

between “serious” and “unserious,”

Kant’s Perpetual Peace, a constantly

will be noted by their page numbers).

the world. The problematic that

inside and outside, self and other, then

peaceful international order must

From the outset, Azuma declares

the author engages with, here, is a

ways that “tourists” behave can offer

be predicated on the adoption of

that tourism is a product of the 19th

comprehensive explication of the

us clues for rethinking politics.

republicanism by all nations. From

century metropolis; its conditions of

notion of “the tourist” and tourism’s

possibility lie in the new modes of

impact on society as a whole, as

living and material abundance brought

well as humanity’s social being, on a

about by advancements during the

philosophical level.

industrial revolution. In other words,

yet distinct from each other. The
argument of A Philosophy of the
Tourist can be absorbed into these

Kant to Schmitt and Arendt, political
thinkers have stressed the human as
a member of the body politic. From
the individual to society to the nation
to the international order, this linear

Third: the transcendence of the

three aims, the final of which might

division between the “serious”

be seen as the source of Azuma’s

and the “unserious” (36-37). The

problematic. He writes, clearly, that

attitudes carried by most tourists

a philosophical treatment of the

towards tourist destinations are

“tourist” is actually an attempt to

decidedly “unserious”; as outsiders,

return, from a different angle, to

“tourists” are unable to treat the life-

the figure of the “other” in an age

worlds inhabited by local residents

when the discourse giving priority

in a proper manner. Rather, the

to “otherness” has been displaced by

“tourist” fixes everything in a tourist

nationalist, xenophobic discourses,

“Modern thought holds that

destination with a curious, superficial

an age when it has been recuperated

without experiencing the friend-

Second: the exploration, through the

gaze, treating it as all of a piece,

by specific ideologies. “What I have

enemy opposition, humanity

philosophy of the tourist, of ways

unconsciously violating local customs,

thought continuously about is the

cannot mature. In order, then,

of “defining, not through necessity,

and affecting the way things are

problem of the other” (17). “The

to create a philosophy of the

but contingency, structures for

used. “Tourists take no responsibility

philosophy of the tourist” is first and

tourist, we must think of a

humanity and its environment.” In

for residents, much as secondary

foremost a philosophy of alterity.

mechanism of maturation that

Weak Ties, Azuma already pointed

derivations take no responsibility

out that only by relying on a change

for original works. Tourists arrive at

of environment occasioned by

tourist sites without any connections

bodily movement can we escape the

to the residents’ lived realities, their

strictures and norms imposed on

labors; they only consume, according

us by our everyday surroundings,

to their own interests, and then

thereby encountering unanticipated

return to their countries of origin”

pre-modern thought is incapable of
conceptualizing the tourist, and the
demographic of “tourists” produced
by the tourism industry, despite the
formal similarity of tourism to (for
example) pilgrimages. The problem
that those of us who live in the current
era must think through, then, is how
to conceive of tourists and tourism in
our social and technological context.
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These three aims are interrelated,

To flesh out his topic, Azuma
traces some of the basic premises
of modern philosophy to Kant and
Hegel: for example, according to
Hegel’s Elements of the Philosophy of
Right, the development from family

developmental narrative has, from the
outset, subsumed individuality under
the universal concept of the nation.
The condition that makes “humanity”
possible is the internalization by the
individual as a citizen of national
consciousness. Azuma harshly
criticizes this viewpoint:

does not involve opposition.
In other words, we must think
of how to link the universal
and the particular without
resorting to subordination to
the nation. In addition, in the
history of modern thought, the
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transition from family to civil

Azuma believes, provide clues towards

express their motives and principles,

biopolitical entities, and if political

society, from civil society to the

arriving at “universality” without

we have to suspend the distinction

philosophy since the early modern

state, and then from individual

resorting to the concept of the nation.

between ‘serious’ and ‘unserious.’ We

era is no longer able to provide

nation-state to the alliance

On the other hand, Azuma’s argument

must seriously doubt the premise

satisfactory frameworks and concepts

of states, represents a linear

does not merely repeat critiques of

that behind each political act, lies

to explain the complex realities of the

spiritual history. We must then

liberalism. Rather, his problematic

political will and deliberation” (39).

globalized era, will stubborn clinging

think of different possibilities

cannot be encompassed by the binary

The “non-serious” political nature

to such theories not result in the

for political organization: to

opposition between individual/

of terrorists means that they are

failure to understand these realities?

multiply this unilinear narrative,

society/market and state. This is why

unable to be explained satisfactorily

to pass through the family and

Azuma repeatedly stresses that a

by premodern and modern political

civil society without arriving at

“philosophy of the tourist” is meant to

philosophies, based as they are on

the nation.”

provide a new framework of thought

the principle of political maturity.

for the era of globalization.

And “as long as we continue adopting

Why, however, must we search for
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this historical framework—mature

the connection between the universal

More specifically, the pursuit of

and the particular from “immature”

“immature” universality via the

things, things excluded from the

“philosophy of the tourist” is directly

nation? In the last analysis, is

related to terrorism and the “war on

Azuma’s “philosophy of the tourist” a

terror”: in a moment where terrorist

reaffirmation of the “natural rights”

attacks frequently occur in every

borne by citizens as they face the

area, it is difficult to define terror

nation? Furthermore, might it not

and the war on terror as “politics”

be merely a fashionable restaging

in the modern sense of the word—

of libertarianism’s critique of

not only do attackers not possess a

government interference, its view of

politics in Schmidt’s sense (terrorists

Though Azuma does not further

the link between the individual and

lack political agendas; they have

expand on this explanation, the

the state as one primarily of violent

only enemies, not friends); similarly,

importance of the “philosophy of

repression and obedience? The answer

national efforts to repel terrorism

the tourist” lies herein: if a defining

is both yes and no. “Yes,” insofar as

are not strictly political actions

characteristic of the globalized age is

Azuma affirms the importance of

either (unbounded battles, policing

that many of the borders approved of

libertarian philosophy, holding that

and surveillance of all citizens). In

and enforced by modern politics are

in the debate between liberalism and

this sense, “to ‘seriously’ investigate

continuously invaded and permeated,

communalism, works like Nozick’s

the motives of terrorists makes

and if global governance is marked by

Anarchy, State and Utopia have been

their actions inscrutable. For this

its wars against terror, turning citizens

unfortunately overlooked; such works,

reason, for us to be able to clearly

into suspicious, passive, antisocial

civil societies result in mature
nations, mature nations result in a
mature international order—then
the international community will
be forced to exclude agents that
are “immature.” These excluded
“immature” agents will continuously
return, like specters, in the form of
terror(ism)” (80).

The Era of the “Twotired Structure” A
globalized economy, a
nationalistic politics
Of course, this does not mean
entirely abandoning modern political
theory and starting from scratch.
Azuma takes from Hegel and Kant
the representation of states as
persons, proposing a “two-tiered
structure” for today’s world: “for the
citizen of a country, one might say
that nation=politics is a space for
thinking, and civil society-economy
is a space for desire” (121); “we live
in the twenty-first century, led by the
heterogenous principles of nation and
civil society, politics and economics,
thought and desire, nationalism and
globalization; without being unified,
each creates different orders. . . . In
the contemporary age, it would be
better to say that the two orders of
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nationalism and globalization coincide

intellectual resource. Though

as consumer. Thenceforward, the

the enemy is whatever holds power,

and coexist with the realms of politics

many people think that during the

individual is only a small entrance

so that whether it be the anti-war

and economics. I would call this era a

September 11 attacks, reality refuted

into the world’s markets, amassed on

movement, the ecological movement,

‘two-tiered structure.’”

Empire, Azuma disagrees. Indeed,

a planetary scale, and into big data”

the feminist movement, as long as

if the Empire described in their

(139). According to Negri and Hardt,

there are alliances formed, what is

monograph is a description of the

faced with Empire’s disciplinarity and

happening is good. These (actively

United States, then the US invasion

governmentality, what rises within,

chosen) linkages without content

of Afghanistan after was a crystal

and in opposition to, Empire, is the

might be helpful for temporarily

clear demonstration, to the world, of

“multitude.” In contrast to traditional

increasing mobilization and seizing

national borders and conventional

Marxist definition of the proletariat,

authority, but in the long term, they

notions of sovereignty. But if we view

the resistance of the multitude stresses

will weaken and hollow out each

Empire as a description of the “two-

a real, dispersed, movement seeking

individual struggle” (148-149). As

tiered structure” mentioned above, as

to overturn the system. The sites

Azuma sees it, this theory of such

focusing on what has been excluded

and locations for the multitude’s

bonds fails to explain convincingly

from modern political theory, then its

resistance all undermine traditional

why the multitude must be formed,

significance to the present moment

dichotomies like politics/economics,

as well as the mechanics that allow

is not diminished by the reality of

nation/society, and public/private.

the maintenance and effective

terrorism—rather, the appearance

“The multitude launches its movement

expansion of these bonds—in sum,

of terrorism seems to be an internal

with its own bodies and lives, its sites

“the theory of political movements

symptom—not an external enemy—of

of labor and living”; “it is a public

espoused by Negri et al. is in danger

this globalized regime of power.

politics beginning with private lives”

of becoming something akin to

(143).

literary romanticism, or even a form

On the face of it, Azuma’s definition
seems to be a reformulation of
Marx’s concept of infrastructure
and superstructure; what it actually
emphasizes, however, is not the
dialectical relationship between
political superstructure and economic
base, but their non-relation. In the
era of globalization, the economies
of each country and region are
already inextricably linked, but such
economic ties—even alliances—have
not brought, and will not bring
about, political alliances. Against
this background, what needs to be
considered is not how to suppress or
conceal intersecting economic ties
through emphasizing or strengthening

If for premodern political thinkers,

“politics” (the limit of a nation-state,

the human’s boundedness as political

However, Azuma is bluntly critical

internal and external borders, the

animal manifests as the human’s

of this mobile, insubstantial

borders of identity politics), but how

self-conscious existence (Hegel),

organizational method, one which

to “explore a different kind of circuit

consciousness of the friend-enemy

refuses political parties and a guiding

between ourselves, the public and the

distinction (Schmitt), participation

ideology: it places the power of

universal such that citizens remain

in public affairs (Arendt), or the

resistance and the hope for success

in civil society, and individuals are

desire for recognition (Kojève),

entirely within the “network” of

able to be faithful to their individual

then what Empire focuses on is “a

different forms of societal resistance

desires.”

mechanism for treating the human

and the miscellaneous multitude. “The

as an animal” (139). “Empire

specificity of individual struggles is

demands nothing of the individual;

shelved, and only linkages are seen

it only searches for the individual

as important. However, you put it,

To this end, Azuma believes that Negri
and Hardt’s Empire is an important
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of religion” (155).
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The Age of “Preferential
Selection”
Anonymous consumers
select famous producers,
nameless newcomers
select notable veterans
In this sense, Azuma claims that the
“philosophy of the tourist” will be a
supplement to and improvement of the
theory of “multitude.” However, before
discussing the core of this philosophy,
we ought to mention one of Azuma’s
models for social theory, one in which
thinking about “tourists” is combined
with his concern for “contingency” to
form a relatively complete, coherent
theoretical explanation. Without an
understanding of this model, we might
think that “philosophy of the tourist”
would easily devolve into a conceptual
and theoretical game, and even be
misunderstood as a quixotic appeal: is
Azuma really trying to solve all of the
world’s problems through tourism? Of
course not.
As mentioned earlier, Azuma
mentions in Weak Ties that seemingly
free and spontaneous networks
actually continuously consolidate and
exaggerate the existing social order.
The social networking software we use
on a daily basis, and the websites we
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browse, not only rarely offer us the

two vertices; the more lines extend

New vertices choose the most

chance to truly open ourselves to the

from each individual, or “starting

powerful among those existing

other, but also increasingly limit our

point,” the more triangles (familial or

vertices to join with. The

encounters with the other. The most

tribal communities) will be formed

opposite process does not occur.

direct example he offers of this is that

among individuals of varying mutual

In the era of “the miniature

on platforms like Twitter, celebrities

distances; the unions that began

world,” lines of connection

rarely ever reveal their real lives to

as line segments and turned into

manifested as relations of equal

their followers (who can never tell

triangles, will ultimately correspond

exchange between friends

from their publicly available photos

to civil society—in this theoretical

(reciprocity). In the era of

and phrases the kind of car they

model, the dialectical relation between

preferential selection, lines of

drive and house they live in); on the

civil society and nation. However,

connection instead manifest

contrary, by constantly emphasizing

what Azuma wants to stress is not this

as famous producers receiving

a few insignificant details (through

mathematical simplification, but the

anonymous consumers’ wealth

sharing pictures of their pets or their

“trap” inherent therein.

transfers, a unidirectional

meals), these celebrities offer fans
the illusion that “our lives are just

Changes in modes of

transaction. (188)

relationality have always been

Here, what Azuma’s theoretical

subject to probability. What

model for society depicts is not the

this means is that the selection

origin of society but a 21st century

In A Philosophy of the Tourist, Azuma

of new nodes is contingent.

reality: the concentration of wealth

borrows network theory from the

. . . However, when social

in the hands of a few during the era

field of mathematics, turning the

complexity surpasses a certain

of globalization, the increasing wage

aforementioned theories into a myth

threshold, and new vertices

gap between rich and poor, and the

or allegory of human social structures.

are added to the network,

entrenchment of class differences.

Here, “myth” refers less to a false

then modes of relationality

Importantly, the evolution of these

narrative, and more to something

themselves will change, such that

social networks is not the result

akin to Hobbes’ hypothetical “state

the linkage of many vertices will

of subjective will on the part of

of nature”: what is important is not

no longer be contingent (188).

the individual (each vertex), but a

like theirs,” thus consolidating class
differences.

the historical reality behind such a
thought experiment, but rather how
it provides us a framework to reveal
and analyze society. Simply stated,
according to this “myth” of Azuma’s,
connections between individuals are
reduced to the line segment between

Azuma calls this “the era of
preferential selection”:
In the era of preferential
selection, lines of connection
have a direction. Or we might
say that vertices have a will.

developmental trend of the network’s
organization. Of course, by deploying
this “myth,” Azuma is not trying
to legitimize the status quo (as if
current class stratification can be
“understood” mathematically), but to
stress the fact that connections that
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seem free and spontaneous are in fact

able to thoroughly regulate and act

true “contingency,” and use it as a

to af fect the world. . .. Negative

the result of “preferential selection.”

independently of complex economic

guide for surpassing current societal

theology holds that, precisely

We live in an era of preferential

circumstances. (According to Schmitt

structures? The “tourist” is Azuma’s

because God does not exist, he

selection masquerading as “contingent

The Concept of the Political, any social

answer.

exists; postal thinking, on the

event.”

realm’s contradictions can transform

other hand, holds that God does

into political conflict, if its intensity

not exist, but seems to exist due

One can take the coexistence of the
“surface/depth” differential and join it
with Azuma’s “two-tiered structure”:
even though different countries’
interests are aligned economically,
such that any single country finds
it hard to sever ties with the others,
different nations’ insist on different
categories and propositions from the
pre-modern era onwards, constantly
deploying the political rhetoric of
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is high enough; the economic realm
is no exception. The “political”
within Schmidt’s work presupposes
national units with political borders,

A Community of
“Negative Theology”or
A “Postal” Publicness

which also become the conceptual
borders used to describe and regulate

In the realm of political ontology,

economic relations. The “lower-tiered

Azuma defines the “tourist” as “a

structure” can only borrow the upper

postal multitude.” Here, “postal” refers

tier’s vocabulary to present itself to

“less to the system of safely delivering

the public sphere.)

a certain thing to a certain place,
and more to “a state permeated by

to various failures of our reality,
and in a certain sense, affects
reality as though he existed (156;
emphasis original).
Such a claim seems extremely abstract,
but its meaning is simple. If we say
that the multitude is founded on a
strategic basis of provisionality, antiessentialism, and flux, then Azuma’s
theoretical model for society tells

national boundaries (nationalism

To repeat: what Azuma’s “philosophy

and even racism), in order to rally

of the tourist” attempts to

people from different classes, while

foreground was never a certain class’s

also obscuring international economic

revolutionary praxis as defined by

ties and domestic wealth disparities.

Marxist theory, but rather how, in

Without a doubt, the problem

an age where such praxis is nigh

here is never “free markets versus

impossible, and where imperialist rule

authoritarian countries” or “individual

and ethnonational political power

liberties against state domination,”

exists as a “two-tiered structure,” our

but rather various contradictions

ordinary lives can have unmediated

within the global economy, which can

universal and public significance, as

only be expressed with the political

well as how to rid ourselves of old

The term “postal” refers here to

“network”—presupposed by “negative

language of the nation-state. In other

conceptual frameworks when making

certain real observations: things

theology” is merely a ruse, or rather,

words, one symptom of the “two-

sense of our reality. When confronting

that cannot exist ultimately

is merely the result of turning postal

tiered structure” is that connections

a state of affairs in which “necessity”

do not exist, but the effects of

(anarchic, contingent, mismatched,

between top and bottom deck can only

appears in the guise of “contingency,”

various failures in our reality

non-conceptualized) modes of

appear contingent, as though different

how is the power of resistance found?

make such things seem to flicker

transportation into “substances.”

countries’ political deliberations were

Asked another way, how do we reveal

into being, such that they seem

the possibility of a ‘mismatch,’ or a
failure of delivery, and for unexpected
exchanges” (158). “Postal” linkages
are opposed to Negri and Hardt’s
multitude, united as it is by “negative
theology”: for the latter, social
movements do not build alliances
on the basis of real or essential
conditions, but rather the lack thereof.
In contrast:

us that the belief that placing the
power and fate of forming alliances
within networks, and hoping that
the structures produced by networks
empower us to topple existing
systems overlooks the fact that the
“contingency” within networks
is in fact an illusion. To borrow
from Azuma’s Ontological, Postal,
the static, indeterminate system—
the metaphor of the very word

What if openness to the
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other is actually supported

A “postal multitude,” on the other

for connection (or else we would fall,

Tourists have no day to day

by a kind of trauma, a kind

hand, is a correction of the former

again, into “a community of negative

needs in the sites they visit.

of negative experience about

misconception: social networks and

theology,” one in which members

There is nothing they absolutely

their operating mechanisms will not

are linked paradoxically by their

have to buy, or places they

provide any basis for contingency

negation) but can only be called “weak

absolutely have to visit. To

or self-subversion—in other

ties.” “Humans want to form bonds

the tourist, everything in the

words, thinking that departs from

with someone else—but the process

tourist site is a commodity or

“a vertex contains possibility for

is far from smooth. In every place,

an exhibition piece, neutral

extending different lines,” will always

the process is rough. However, when

and inactive, an object of the

already have eradicated the myth

looked back on, what appears to have

occasional glance (35).

of “contingency.” “The toppling of

coalesced is indeed a kind of bond.

metaphysics does not suppress variety,

This illusion pushes people to embark

but fabricates it” (ibid, 26): in defining

on the next (failed) attempt at forming

being heterogeneous mixtures,

the “individual” as an atom-like entity

bonds” (159; emphasis mine). Despite,

are comprised of members

in political economy, and using this

or precisely because, the tourist

who are not identical to one

as the foundation for exploring the

forms no real ties with the actual

another; to operate in such a

possibility of societal bonds, and

tourist destination or intervenes in

way will only align people with

of the psychosocial conditions for

any substantial way in the ordinary

the subject’s birth, the individual’s

lives of the residents there, he or she

definition as a stable, fixed “vertex,”

transforms the destination into a kind

has already suppressed that which

of flattened scene, able to be visited.

cannot be reduced to vertex and line,

The tourist’s experiences during the

the different projections of desire

trip—interactions with strangers,

between individuals, meaningless

visits to unknown places, discoveries

noise and failed communication.

of new, even uncomfortable

which it is impossible to speak
empirically? In this case, the
results of “messianism” will
suddenly be turned on their
head, resulting in a powerful
identarian logic of negation,
according to which past
communities are reorganized.
In other words, communities,

a rubric of exclusion. We might
call this alliance a “community
of negative theology.” (Azuma,
Ontological, Postal, 109).
It might be helpful to read this
“community of negative theology,”
the “myth” of a social network, and
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the “postal multitude” side by side:

Accordingly, “before” the individual

though alliances based on “negative

and its connections form, “before”

theology” refuse any actual, concrete

we can discuss whether these

basis, they presuppose the “cohesive”

connections have “real foundations,”

nature of the network; consequently,

fantasies about such bonds appear

a model for social networks that

as possibilities—or, in the words

reduces social relations to lines

Ontological, Postal, as “specters”—

and vertices corresponds to this

within the site of such bonds’ failure.

“community of negative theology.”

These fantasies do not form the basis

lifestyles—cannot be smoothly,
organically assimilated into his or
her lifestyle. A random visit during
a trip, a “one time” encounter with a
stranger—these things mean nothing
to the tourist’s life plans, his or her
social interactions; these encounters
have no place in the course of the
tourist’s ordinary life:

There is nothing that has to be
bought, but the tourist still buys
many things; there is nowhere that
must be visited, but the tourist
still visits places that he or she
ordinarily would not think of visiting;
the relationship between tourist
and tourist destination is indeed
contingent, but this contingency
is not one in the structural sense;
the tourist’s identity is, of course,
determined by the tourist industry
of consumer society, and the tourist’s
each and every move is subject to the
travel destination’s social norms and
legal restrictions. But it is better to
say that the tourist’s “contingency”
manifests as his or her “secondary
derivation” of the travel destination,
temporarily shifting things that
before had specific social meanings
and purposes into a new valence
of understanding and use, and the
unintended aspect of this “secondary
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derivation” also removes the tourist

but the possibilities of a certain

we cannot discuss the relationship

from pre-existing modes of life and

different kind of connection: “If the

between “specters” that always

habits. If political philosophy from

multitude lacks the connections by

appear in the multiple, because they

the premodern era onwards defines

which to communicate, then tourists

are discrepancies and deviations

the relationship between individual

communicate without connections.

that refuse to be understood as real

and community as the realization of

If the former is a reaction against the

entities. “Weak ties” is the name for

“meaning” or “purpose” (political

formation of Empire, calling for the

such “non-relational relations.”

alliances, economic work, private

introduction of private life into the

gain, establishing egalitarian discourse

political realm of the nation-state,

and communicating content),

then the latter is the noise that escapes

removing the “meaninglessness” of

from the cracks between Empire and

life’s contingency in the process,

the nation-state, secretly transforming

then the tourist’s relationship to the

private desire into the public sphere”

travel destination, by comparison,

(160).

once again opens the individual to

demonstrates a certain “publicness,”
because signs that serve as different
units of meaning and circulate in
different contexts are ultimately
only the result of a “postal space”
(even if such units of meaning erase

The “public sphere” that

the traces of their creation—their

forms before the formation of

multiplicity, non-meaning and

(possible) connections, within the

nonsense—after they have been

communication without connection

constituted). Consequently, the tourist

of the tourist, is different that (for

and the other, as well as the contact

example) Arendt’s or Habermas’s

and exchange between tourist and

The tourist’s ties with others are failed

“publicness”; it is, instead the

the unfamiliar travel destination, can

ties; between the tourist’s emotional

“postal space” that Azuma defines

be understood as a specific allegory

and spiritual investments in the travel

in Ontological, Postal; this space

for this “postal space”: just like a

destination and so-called “real life”

does not include symmetrical, stable

contingent, failed transmission of

(the original work being adapted),

entities, but ‘specters’ produced in

a sign or the incorrect delivery of a

spans an unbridgeable chasm. But

the slight deviation (mismatch) of the

piece of mail, the tourist’s itinerary

“failed possibilities” are also “quotable

signifier on its journey (136).” These

cannot produce any real social

possibilities” (Ontological, Postal, 34),

are histories, signs and events that

relation; but this contingent, random,

possibilities to change our contexts

cannot be taken as units of “meaning.”

meaningless and purposeless “weak

and our meanings. Failed bonds tell

Each time the tourist encounters the

tie” points towards a different kind of

us that what contact, exchange, and

other is another “mismatched specter,”

public sphere.

interaction that fails to create a bond

unforeseeable and ungovernable to

points to is not the rejection of all ties,

the existing social order and existing

nor ties based in “negative theology,”

social relations. Strictly speaking,

contingency, liberating social relations
from the community, transforming
them into “postal” or “spectral” weak
ties, filled with errors and unknown
factors.
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At the same time, this space always

* Reproduced and translated with kind permission of The Paper and the author.
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Khairulddin Wahab is a Singapore-based artist whose practice
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uses various artistic languages to explore the entanglement and
meaning of urban life, and bravely discovers how special groups
are defined under globalization and nationalism in the inverted
reality, which has become an inevitable social fracture today.

Qin Wang received his Ph.D. in comparative literature from New
York University. He is currently project lecturer at East Asian
Academy for New Liberal Arts at the University of Tokyo. He is
the author of Configurations of the Individual in Modern Chinese Literature (Palgrave Macmillan, 2020). He is the translator
of the Chinese edition of Jacques Derrida’s La bête et le souverain
I, Donner la mort, David Harvey’s A Brief History of Neoliberalism, among others.
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